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In contrast to North American academia, in German-speaking academia (i.e., in Germany, Austria, and the Northern parts of Switzerland), the research field of organizational communication does not have a long-standing tradition. Although the "Deutsche Gesellschaft für Publizistik and Kommunikationsforschung" (DGPuK)-the national communication association of Germany-has a joint division called "Public Relations and Organizational Communication," under which research in these two areas is subsumed, by far most of the research conducted by German-speaking scholars focuses almost entirely on public relations (PR) or at least on the external dimension of organizational communication. This asymmetry between the German-speaking countries and North America can be traced to the fact that the DGPuK sprang from the field of mass communication studies, whereas in North America the field of organizational communication emerged from speech communication (Taylor, 2004) .
Nevertheless, in recent years, there has been growing interest among German-speaking researchers in the relation between organization and communication. Some of these works originate in neighboring disciplines, such as management and organization studies. In the light of these developments, the objective of this MCQ special topic forum is twofold: first, as in the previous MCQ special topic forums dedicated to organizational communication on Brazil (Putnam & Casali, 2009 ) and France (Cooren & Grosjean, 2010) , we aim to make 2 visible to an international audience these particular trends in an academic community that still publishes a significant share of their work in German language. Second, we aim to help establish organizational communication as a distinct field of research in German-speaking academia. Overall, we argue that the interdisciplinary nature of organizational communication as a field of research in German-speaking academia may provide opportunities for fruitful research. 
The opportunity of interdivisional links

The opportunity of interdisciplinary links
Although organizational communication has no distinct tradition as an established field of research in German-speaking academia (as described above), there are important works in neighboring disciplines, particularly in organization studies (as a sub-discipline of management studies), organizational sociology, and linguistics that prove relevant to the study of organizations as communicative phenomena. While the "container-like" notion of the relationship between organization and communication (Putnam, Phillips & Chapman, 1996, p. 
